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CHAPTER 6 EXPERIENCE QUALITY EVALUATION 

MODEL (E-QUAL) 

The experience quality evaluation model (E-QUAL) exploits design science approach for 

assessing whether a collaborative system for value co-production through a conceptual 

integration of cross-domain mapping. As this model ground on ecological symbiosis 

concepts, the antecedent of ecosystems is necessary for understanding the corresponding 

relationship between mutualistic evolution and value co-production. This study proposes a 

method for assessing experience quality by means of service performance derived from 

fitness and mutualism of ecology. This section discusses (1) antecedents of an ecosystem, 

(2) research methods, (3) a niche in service quality models, and (4) collaborative system 

evaluation and service quality management using the E-QUAL. 

6.1 Antecedent of Ecosystem : From Mutualistic Evolution to Value 

Co-Production

Mutualism is a mutually beneficial interaction between individuals of two species, and the 

degree of benefit (i.e., performance) resulting from interaction depends on whether 

adaptation within mutualism is considered (Mazancourt  et al.  2005). Mutualistic evolution 

is that the evolution of traits is costly to a bearer but beneficial to its partner, is not, 

paradoxically, a necessary consequence of either proximate or ultimate mutualism. However, 

mutualistic evolution examines species performance under different conditions using three 

criteria—PR, UR, and ED—for testing mutualism (Mazancourt et al.  2005). In order to 

judge whether the two species achieve mutualism, the measures assess species performance 

under different conditions, such as partner absence, partner presence, partner exchange/drop. 

Thus, estimation of species performance is necessary for testing mutualism, for instance, 

lifetime reproductive success (LRS) represents the absolute fitness of a species in ecology 

(Jensen and Sather 2004). According to the corresponding concepts, mutualistic evaluation 

in ecology resembles the value co-production of service participants in service, and LRS that 
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estimate species performance when species have evolved into mutualism or not (Table 6.1). 

An interaction-based collaborative system relies on analytical and synthetic methodology to 

create a mental model and an artifact (e.g., service system) enabling semi-automated value 

co-creation based on the measures of mutualism in ecology.  

Table 6.1 The analogy using analytical and synthetic methodology 

Mutualism  

in Ecosystem 

Value Co-Production  

in Collaborative system 

Mutually beneficial interaction Mutually beneficial interaction  

Individuals of two species Service providers and customers 

Co-evolution and adaptation  

in the mutualism processes  

Evolution and adaptation in  

the value co-production process 

Species performance used to 

assess mutualism  

Service performance used to 

assess mutualism 

This study adopts the analogy between ecological mutualism for species and value 

co-production for service participants (Figure 6-1). The proposed experience quality 

evaluation model (E-QUAL) assesses experience quality for each service encounter and 

examines whether or not the service providers and the customers (i.e., service participants) 

achieve mutualism and adaptability. For mutualism, the model assesses service 

performance to judge whether service participants have achieved a symbiotic relationship.  

For adaptability, the model estimates the interactive fitness of service participants to 

determine whether they have sufficiently evolved to achieve value co-production.   

Figure 6-1 Cross-domain Map of E-QUAL with (Ecology)

Customer

(Species)

Provider

Fitness

(Adaptation)

Collaboration

(Mutualism)

Value co-
production
(Evolution)
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Using the analogy of ecological mutualism allows us to think of how to evaluate the 

value co-production among service participants within a collaborative service system. Thus, 

the proposed E-QUAL model can determine (1) whether a service provider and customers 

build a partner relationship, and (2) whether the service participants can reach a level of 

fitness through a collaborative service process.  

According to Boyer (2002) and Roth and Menor (2003), collaborative service 

providers should make deliberate e-operations choices on the structures, infrastructures and 

integration as part of the intended service strategies of their service delivery, and the 

resulting realized strategies. Effective service encounter design and delivery in terms of 

interactive fitness requires an assessment of each service encounter in order to examine 

whether or not the service providers and the customers (i.e., service participants) achieve 

mutualism and adaptability. The E-QUAL model assessments enable the necessary 

improvements on the key encounter factors so as to ensure satisfactory interactive fitness in 

the encounters with e-targeted customers (Figure 6-2). 

Figure 6-2 E-QUAL’s hypothesized linkages between operations within collaborative 

service systems – adapted from (Roth, 2001) 

Ecological theory allows one to evaluate the phenomenon of mutualism and 

adaptability within a value co-production process (given that mutualistic evolution is the 

process by which mutualism occurs).  There are three relevant criteria that can be used to 

test the degree of mutualism: proximate response (PR), ultimate response (UR), and 

evolved dependence (ED).  Moreover, lifetime reproductive success (LRS) is utilized to 

measure species performance and determine ecological viability or fitness.  Accordingly, 
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the analogy of the three criteria and LRS are regarded as the meaningful determinants of 

value co-production within collaborative service systems and employed to examine 

mutualism in the context of interactive fitness.   

 In ecology, a PR is a short-term proximate response without adaptation, whereas ED is 

a loss of performance in the service delivery process due to change/drop partnership (i.e., 

switching cost). But, no all cases for service participants involve ED. Ultimate response 

(UR) is calculated by calculating all PR and ED, whereas UR has reached mutualism 

through evolution with long-term response. Additionally, LRS in ecology is defined as the 

number of recruits to a subsequent generation an individual produces over its entire lifespan. 

(Mazancourt & Dieckmann, 2005). Notably, LRS in natural populations is generally 

assumed a relatively good fitness estimate. Considering the LRS of species, the proximate 

response of LRS, that is LRSP indicates that a new LRS of a focal population resulted 

from a partner addition. The LRSP-LRS shows the performance difference between LRSP 

and LRS due to short-term effects of partner addition. The ultimate response of LRS, that 

is LRSU shows the holistic performance while species have reached mutualism, indicating 

the long-term effects of partner addition through evolution LRSU= (LRSP-LRS)+LRSE 

(Figure 6-3). PR is performance variation between LRSP and LRS. ED is performance 

variation between LRSE and LRS. UR is the holistic performance of PR and ED.

Figure 6-3 Mutualism’s evaluation LRS with PR, ED, and UR 
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LRS-LRSELRS-LRSPUR
LRS-LRSEED
LRS-LRSPPR

Each performance variation is estimated by PR and ED. Let Fp be the accumulations of 

each incremental performance Fp-Fo, Fe-Fo would be ED, and then UR is the sum total of 

Fp-Fo and Fe-Fo. 

FuFo)-(FeFo)-(FpED(PR)UR
Fo-FeED
Fo-FpPR

 In terms of mutualism, the assessment of service performance are utilized to assess the 

service performance derived from semi-automated value co-production process, through 

which service participants enter into a partnership. Methods for evaluating service 

performance suggest that mutualism is driven by superior perspective from interaction and 

value co-production fitted with criteria that are guaranteed effectively. 

6.2 Mental Model of E-QUAL 

Experience quality evaluation model (E-QUAL) uses the science (analytical) of engineering 

(synthetic) to develop the methodology of assessments. Artifacts are typically discussed in 

terms of imperative and descriptive methodologies. A synthetic artifact can be characterized 

in terms of its functions, goals, and adaptability. This study is to build an artifact that can be 

systematic (semi-)automated value co-production collaborative process. According to the 

particular objectives, strategy, and assessment, E-QUAL introduces a measurement bused on 

ecological mutualistic evolution and evolutionary fitness using design science (Figure 6-4). 
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Figure 6-4 Mental model of E-QUAL 

 The cross-domain mapping is associate the mutualistic evolution and evolutionary 

fitness for ecological symbiosis with the partnership evolution and interactive fitness for 

interaction-based. Species performance derived from biological interpretation of mutualistic 

evolution facilitates the development of a quantitative model for collaborative evaluation. 

Measuring service performance through evolution and adaptation (i.e., from partner 

absence to partner presence), which uses analytical/synthetic methodology for developing 

an artifact (model), is justified by simulation. 

 All discussions regarding service performance focused on (1) whether service 

participants evolved into partnership as value co-production, and (2) whether service 

participants increasingly increase adaptation during a service delivery over interaction and 

value co-production process. In E-QUAL, the criterion of PR identifies the service 

performance that adapt to each interaction with customer input, and the criterion of UR 

determines the holistic service performance through adaptation and evolution. Notably, 

interactive fitness is being substitute for LRS to show the service performance relative to 

practical results of PR, ED, and UR. 

6.3 Extension of Service Quality Models  

Table 6.2 compares the extant service quality models, SERVQUAL and E-S-QUAL with 

E-QUAL. This study extends service quality models to assess experience quality in 

Strategy Assessment

   

Objective
Understanding experi 
-ence quality through 
value co-production 
 process 

Understanding species
performance through 
mutualistic  
evolution process 

Estimating interactive
Fitness

-- IF (IFPR , IFED , IFUR )

Estimating absolute 
Fitness  

-- LRS ( LRSP , LRSE ,
LRSU)

Evaluating service 
performance and 
testing partnership 
using critieria 

Evaluating species 
performance and 
testing mutualism
using critieria 
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collaborative service system.  E-QUAL can help enhance value co-production, and 

address the problems associated with dynamic relationships. 

Table 6.2 Comparing service quality models 

SERVQUAL E-S-QUAL E-QUAL 

Functions Measure the gap 

between expected and 

perceived service  

Measure service quality 

experienced by 

consumers on websites 

Measure the value of 

co-production in a 

collaborative service  

Indicators of  

evaluation 

Comparison of 

consumer expectations 

with perceptions  

Multiple-item scale for 

assessing electronic 

service perceived value 

PR, ED, UR assess 

service performance for 

judging the mutualism

Research

methodology

Survey research Survey research Design science  

Evaluation

Metric

Expectations and  

perceptions

Determinants of service 

quality

Interactive fitness  

Attainable goal Customer satisfaction Customer satisfaction Service productivity and 

value co-production  

Point of  

observation 

Conclusion of 

transaction 

e-Service outcome Continuous  

Granularity of 

Evaluation  

Overall perceived 

service quality 

Overall perceived 

e-service quality 

Throughout entire 

service process  

Object of 

assessment

Customer Customer Both provider and 

customer 

EQUAL has three attractive properties for assessing experience quality: (1) points of 

observation can be interaction encounters including customer inputs, holistic assessment of 

service experience, or both; (2) granularity of evaluation can be service delivery process, 

overall service experience, or both; (3) object of assessment can be provider, customer, or 

both. Figure 6-5 captures these three dimensions demonstrating the scope of the E-QUAL 
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assessment model. Thus E-QUAL has the flexibility to focus on different aspects of a 

collaborative service experience in addition to assessing the holistic experience and has the 

capability to be modified for use in a particular service environment. These three 

dimensions are operationalized in terms of multi-dimensional facets so as to capture the 

fullest extent of the interactive fitness assessment.  

Figure 6-5 Three dimensions characterize the underlying properties in E-QUAL 

6.4 Service System Evaluation and Service Quality Management Using 

E-QUAL

As illustrated in Figure 6-6, both mutualism and adaptability are foundations of E-QUAL.  

Mutualism in partnerships is examined by means of specific criteria which identify if the 

service participants have established a relationship.  Adaptability checks for interactive 

fitness which identify if the service participants have formed positive adaptability with their 

partners during a collaborative service delivery process with value co-production.  

Experience quality can be evaluated by assessments of both mutualism and adaptability with 

value co-production further verified following the collaborative service experience.  
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Figure 6-6 Conceptual process of E-QUAL 

 This section discusses (1) how a partnership between service providers and customers 

can be supported, (2) how consumer adaptability can be examined, (3) identifies which 

factors can be utilized to estimate interactive fitness (IF), and (4) how quality service 

management can be built using E-QUAL. 

6.5 Mutualism: Service Performance Assessment for Testing Partnership 

Synthetic methodology can be used to build an artifact (i.e., a service system) with a 

quantitative model of experience quality evaluation (Pfeifer & Bongard 2007). Based on the 

characterized by interactions with customer input (i.e., evolved evolution) and service 

delivery with certain mutualism (i.e., evolved adaptation), Table 6-3 presents the three 

criteria, that is  PR, UR, and ED, this study presents how the service providers and the 

customers procure incremental service performance, possible loss of performance, and 

holistic service performance during a service delivery process. Although service 

performance may be increased or decreased, the effect of increasing progressively service 

performance validate the service capability that can be (semi-)automated value 

co-production’s process and controls service quality management effectively. The service 

system is also aware of having the not good experience quality when the decreased service 

performance occurred.  

 Table 6.3 compares the definitions of criteria for performance of service in value 

co-production according to the performance of species in the course of mutualism. The 

three criteria measure how the service participants procure incremental service performance, 

have a loss of performance, and achieve total service performance during a service delivery 
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process. Service performance may increase or decrease depending upon the effectiveness of 

value co-production during the collaborative service experience.   

Table 6.3 Performance of mutualism is contrast to performance of service 

Performance

of Species 

in the Course of Mutualism 

Performance 

of Service 

in Value Co-Production 

Process

Criteria 1:

PR

Measuring the difference in 

performance of a genotype before 

and after short-term removal (or 

addition) of partner species. 

Measuring service performance 

variation based on partner 

absence to partner presence. 

Tracking interactive fitness of 

PR (IFPR ) during evolution 

Criteria 2: 

ED

Measuring the loss of performance 

of a focal population in the absence 

of a partner due to its adaptation to 

the presence of the partner. 

Measuring loss of performance 

while providers or customers 

change/drop partners.  

Criteria 3:

UR

Measuring the difference in 

performance before and after 

long-term removal (or addition) of a 

partner species, allowing adaptation 

to occur. 

Measuring holistic service 

performance resulted from all 

PR and ED.  

Tracking interactive fitness of 

UR (IFUR) when service 

delivery.

 Evolutionary fitness in ecology is characterized by (1) PR, UR, and ED which are used 

to judge mutualism through species performance, and (2) LRS which represents the lifetime 

reproductive success of a well adapted species. The E-QUAL model is characterized by (1) 

the specific criteria which can be used to judge partnership according to service 

performance assessment, and (2) the IF (interactive fitness) which is a substitute for LRS to 

analyze the increase or decrease of adaptability. E-QUAL utilizes the three criteria (PR, ED, 

and UR) to judge partnership mutualism and adaptability. In Figure 6-7, these relationships 
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characterize the increase or decrease of service performance, the changeable adaptation, 

and holistic service performance during a service process.   

The evolution of interactions with customer inputs generates performance variation 

between LRS and LRSP.  The holistic service performance LRSU is formed with service 

LRSP and the loss of service performance LRSE.  Notably, IFUR is an estimate of 

interactive fitness after adapting to PR, ED, and UR. Tracking the service performance 

deviation Fp-Fo and Fe-Fo allows one to assess experience quality with value co-production.  

Increasing fitness in a collaborative service system allows service participants to reach 

higher adaptability. A partnership with mutualism and adaptability resulting in high fitness 

can achieve the goal of service productivity and experience satisfaction.  

Figure 6-7 Testing partnership using interactive fitness and the three criteria 

Figure 6-7 depicts the E-QUAL which characterizes the increase or decrease of service 

performance, the changeable adaptation, and holistic service performance during a service 

process. The evolution of interactions with customer input generates performance variation 

between LRS and LRSP. The holistic service performance LRSU is formed with service 

LRSP and the loss of service performance LRSE. Notably, IFUR is an estimate of interactive 

fitness after adapting to PR, ED, and UR, that is LRSE(LRSP)LRSU . Tracking the 

service performance deviation Fp-Fo and Fe-Fo allows service systems/users to assess 

experience quality with value co-creation. Increasing fitness can account for that 

interaction-based collaborative system allows service participants procure the higher 
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adaptability. Then the partnership as mutualism and adaptability as high fitness can 

probably further meet the goal of service productivity and satisfaction.  

6.6 Adaptability  Fitness Assessment for Observing Interaction 

Fitness is important to understanding the micro-evolutionay process in a bilogical 

metapopulation and success in a collaborative service process.  As service participants 

engage in several interactions based on the increases of IFPR (i.e., PR2PR1 IFIF ) the 

service performance also increases due to the evolution.  IFPR accounts for service 

performance variation Fp-Fo through all PR interactions with customers. When the service 

partners change or drop their relationship, the service performance decreases in the loss of 

performance EDIF .  Finally, the aggregation of service performance UR (Fp-Fo+Fe-Fo) is 

used as an estimate of fitness IFUR.  As shown in Figure 6-8, the accumulation of service 

performance is the increase of adaptability from starting point IFo to the terminal point IFPR

(i.e., PR2PR1 IFIF ).  IFED is the loss of adaptability and EDIF results from partner 

change/drop.  The holistic interactive fitness URIF  is the accumulation of all increases 

and decrease of interactive fitness IFPR, and loss of interactive fitness IFED (i.e., IFUR = 

PR2PR1 IFIF + EDIF ).  Moreover, the model is able to capture the user experience 

quality through assessing IF, measure adaptability, and assess the mutualism relationship. 

Table 6.4 illustrates the analogy between LRS for an ecological system for a collaborative 

value co-production service process.  
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U R = F p- F o + F e- F o

Figure 6-8 Estimates of interactive fitness during a service process 

n1,2,n
IFIFIFIFIF

ED(PR)UR
IFED

IFIFIFPR
FIF,FIF,FIF

UREDPRnPR2PR1

ED

PRnPR2PR1

eEDPPRo0

The increases to LRSP resulted from increasing service performance over the evolutionary 

procedure, which also used to estimate interactive fitness of PR (i.e., IFPR) in this model. 

IFPR demonstrates that the effects of evolution are generated by PR and ED. The holistic 

interactive fitness URIF  is accumulated by all increases and decrease of interactive fitness 

IFPR, and loss of interactive fitness IFED. Moreover, the model is to understand the user 

perceptive experience quality through assessing IF that can observe adaptability and further 

probably support the mutualism’s relationship. The model also can be examined by the 

individual IF for each interaction with customer inputs using parameters of iR , where iR is

average outcome of servcie performance at factor i. As fitness is important to understanding 

microevolutionay process in a metapopulation, the fitness is utilzied to examine the 
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advanced adaptability. Due to the analogy between the two measures, the IF is further 

applicable for assessing servcie productivity.    

Table 6.4 Synthetic interpertation between LRS and IF 

Lifetime Reproductive Success 

(LRS)

Interactive Fitness  

(IF)

Evolutionary fitness for a well 

adapted species in ecology 

mutualism:  

gLRS , g: morphological traits  

gIF

Interactive fitness for well adapted 

providers and customers in collaborative 

service process: 

IFg , g: collaboration ways   

Average production of recruits each 

year (i), g: total, male, or female 

recrutis: 

ig,R

ig,R

Average performance each interaction 

(i), g represents the type of collaboration 

engaged between providers and 

customers: ig,R

Lifespan of individuals: (L) (L) Service cost : (L)  

Expected average annual reproductive 

success: 

xT

ej)g,RE(

j)g,RE(

Expected average service performance: 

xT

ej)g,RE( , is the vector of 

coefficients and x represents the factors 

Expected average lifespan: 
xT

eE(L) E(L)

Expected average service cost: 
xT

eE(L)

Expected average LRS: 

x)(

xx

ig,

ig,g

t

tt

e

e

E(L))RE(

L)RE()E(LRS )E(LRSg

Versus

)E(IFg

Expected average service productivity = 

Performance / Cost: 

x)-(

x][x

ig,
g

tT

TT

e

e-e

E(L)
)RE(

)E(IF
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The LRS is a theoretical framework for solving problems associated with estimating 

adaptability using fitness from the mix of service providers and customers. The principal 

measures addressed in the E-QUAL are the combined the service performance R  from IF 

and cost L, which can assess the service productivity to determine the level of value 

co-production. Consequently, IFPR is an estimate of service performance resulting from 

each customer input, and IFUR is the holistic service performance. The log of the expected 

service delivery is modeled as a linear function of the parameters of interest. In comparison, 

L is defined as a cost when service delivery.  
xT

eE(L)         (1) 

The LRSP is an approach for measuring the effects of PR. The expected average of service 

performance is estimated using an analogy with equations for expected average reproductive 

success E( R )

xT

e)RE(     (2) 

where ln(L) is an offset term. The estimate of the parameter vector in Equation (2) is then 

equal to the estimate of Equation (3) as  

x'

ln(L)x'

t

T

e

e
L
1

L)LRSE(
L
1L

L
LRSE

L)RE()RE(

  (3) 

A model for total effect of customer input and adaptation x on LRSg is then 

x)-(

g

t

e

)
L
RE()E(LRS

    (4) 

For measures of adaptability, Equations (1), (2), (3), and (4) are the estimate of fitness.  
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6.7 The Encounter Factors of Interactive Fitness  

In ecology, the increase and decrease of absolute fitness of an individual is influenced by 

morphological characteristics (i.e., factors) such as climate and environment. The 

experience quality assessment is influenced by some of factors (i.e., determinants), for 

example, accessibility, diversity, and flexibility. The selected significant factors (i.e., 

parameters in collaborative system) must be acquired to estimate IF for observing 

adaptation no matter when interactions and service delivery. According to an empirical 

study of service quality, SERQUAL provides ten-category factors (Parasuramna et al., 

1985). The ten factors can serve as determinants for measuring service quality. For instance, 

reliability is the consistency of performance and dependability, responsiveness is the 

willingness or readiness of employees to provide service, and competence is the skills and 

knowledge required to perform a service. 

 However, the factors were depends on an interaction-based collaborative system 

design rather than all the factors from SEQUAL. Namely, the factors that can influence 

collaborative enabling semi-automated value co-production were considered. Since 

estimating the IF requires factors Xn , n=1…n for measurements, this study can acquire 

understanding of service performance based on X, particularly, classify parameters of 

collaborative as significant determinates influencing service performance. Generally, a 

service system involves algorithms that support decision-making via specific indicators (i.e., 

parameters). For example, a collaborative music content creation requires understanding the 

degree of correlation with the query from the other collaborators. Thus, the degree of 

correlation should be one of the factors X and its weight , which are used to estimate the 

experience quality IFUR, that is, xT

e)RE( , where x is the factor, R is the average of 

outcome.   
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6.8 Service Quality Management Using E-QUAL 

The strategy for interaction-based collaborative system evaluation uses PR, ED and UR to 

examine the partnership; the LRS then virtually assesses fitness and serves as the 

adaptability that occurred in the service delivery process. Consequently, this study utilizes 

the E-QUAL model to assess experience quality and to vilify value co-production based on 

service performance assessment. Figure 6-9 illustrates the conceptual process of E-QUAL. 

Figure 6-9 the conceptual process of E-QUAL 

 A collaborative generally contains a set of elements such as service encounter, service 

operation, service delivery process, service delivery, and service recovery. In terms of 

systematic service innovation, an interaction-based collaborative system with 

(semi-)automated value co-production can embed a set of measures for assessing 

experience quality. For collaborative design, the E-QUAL encompasses two assessments: 

(1) Adaptability, and (2) Mutualism (Figure 6-10).  While a collaborative system 

systematic embeds a systematic E-QUAL, it is able to advance collaboration and value 

co-production.
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Figure 6-10 systematic the evaluation process of E-QUAL   

6.9 Exemplifying E-QUAL by Collaborative Service Systems 

This section specifies three CSS examples of artwork design that identified by the criteria 

of E-QUAL and the quadrant II, III and IV within classification framework respectively 

(Figure 6-11). Each of particular criteria depicts the goal-dependent phenomena which meet 

the value-based value co-production and mutual adaptability is described as follows.  

.
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Figure 6-11 the individual criteria of E-QUAL within iDesign
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The three collaborative systems as exemplar illustrate how the service system can be 

measured and managed to fit with the prerequisites of value co-production.   

(1) iMobileDesign

Collaborative alignment service system 

One-sided of providers or customers is high adaptability, mutualism-like relationship, 

and fixed partners. 

ED > threshold ( v ) ( v <0 or v >0).

PR > threshold ( v ).

UR is equal to sum of PR 

UR > threshold ( v )

(2) iInteriorDesign 

Collaborative personalization service system 

Two-sided of providers and customers are high adaptability, mutualism-like 

relationship, and fixed partners 

ED > threshold ( iv )( v <0 or v >0)

PR > threshold ( iv ).

UR is equal to sum of PR 

(3) DesignStorming

Transactional marketplace service  

Two-sided of providers and customers are high adaptability, transactional  

relationship, unfixed partners 

Unfixed partner(s) results in no ED 

PR > threshold ( vi )

UR is equal to the sum of PR  

With the awareness of symbiosis, the performance criteria are to be measured and 

monitored by these particular thresholds ( ,,, vivivivivivi PRURED  ) in order to 

fulfill collaborative personalization service within iDesign classification. Thus their service 

performance will be tested against the three criteria that can be derived from user feedback. 
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On the other hand, iDesign is responsible for the provision of the diversely desired service 

components for unveiling the wanted services. For instance, a customer would like to a 

“greece style” house which is composed of some design elements and materials.  

iInteriorDesigner is facilitated by the service system in actively composing a layout which 

comprises a set of conceptual prototypes to meet the customer’s needs. They co-produce 

their design concept through interactions, and the probably occur ‘the loss performance’ 

owing to without their cooperation anymore (i.e. viviED ). The cumulated fitness of 

co-production can be assessed by the criteria (i.e., viviUR ) and the fitness of each service 

interaction (i.e., viviPR ).  When service participants enter into the collaboration or 

mutualism, the criteria can be achieved (i.e., vivivivivivi ,, PRURED ).  

6.10 Discussion   

E-QUAL adopts the analogy between ecological mutualism for species and value 

co-production for service participants.  The model assesses experience quality for each 

service encounter and examines whether or not the service providers and the customers (i.e., 

service participants) achieve mutualism-like and adaptability.  For mutualism, the model 

assesses service performance to judge whether service participants have achieved a 

symbiotic relationship.  For adaptability, the model estimates the interactive fitness of 

service participants to determine whether they have sufficiently evolved to achieve value 

co-production.   

 The section presents a new evaluation methodology for assessing experience quality 

for collaborative service systems. Cross-domain mapping and design science research were 

used to develop a conceptual process and a mental model for constructing E-QUAL based 

on mutualistic evolution and evolutionary fitness in ecology.  The ecology measures of PR, 

ED, and UR were used to assess service performance deviation before and after partnership 

within a collaborative service system. Interactive fitness, IF, was substituted for lifetime 

reproductive success, LRS, for observing adaptability. The E-QUAL is utilized to assess 

experience quality during the service delivery process by judging mutualism and testing 
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adaptability for service providers and customers.  For mutualism, specific criteria were 

used to judge the partnership between the service provider and the customer.  For 

adaptability, the IF was utilized to track adaptability to observe interaction using the 

estimate of fitness.  

 Although, the E-QUAL model cannot apply to all kinds of service systems, it can be 

viewed as a reference model for service quality management, particularly, in relationship 

building encounters. The model was purposely designed for collaborative service systems 

(e.g., DesignStorming) and e-services (e.g., collaborative communication). Physical 

services (e.g., restaurants and transportation) are not intended for its application. This 

section has presented (1) a quantitative model for assessment of collaborative experience 

quality, (2) the model was demonstrated with a case study of collaborative music creation, 

and (3) the model development illustrated the power of cross-discipline research by using 

concepts from ecology to model the collaborative service system.   
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CHAPTER 7 EVIDENCE TO E-QUAL  

This study evidences the of E-QUAL using the simulation experiments for 

the three CSS applications (i.e., DesignStorming , iInteriorDesign2, and iMobielDesign3) in 

this section. E-QUAL has embedded into the three CSS applications, the model can 

observe the service performance as the results of experiences. When service providers and 

customers engage in the collaborative process, the courses of adaptation and evolution 

during the systematic service delivery process of CSS would happen. Meanwhile, E-QUAL 

also can manage service experience quality for the service CSS applications through the 

service performance assessment and control.  

7.1 Primitive Success Evidence of DesignStorming

This study uses the data from simulation as customer inputs to assess the service 

performance for justification of E-QUAL that evaluate service performance for service 

quality management in the CSS applications. These evidences include the different aspects 

of evaluations to verify the effects of E-QUAL as follows.  

(1) Experiment I : E-QUAL can evaluate service performance in DesignStorming

Experiment I is to verify E-QUAL can evaluate the service performance as experience 

quality in the CSS applications. For example, DesignStorming also exerts E-QUAL to 

assess the service performance and justify the collaborative service that can fulfill the value 

co-production. The service system defined the three determinants for assessing service 

performance in relation to the collaborative music creation services, including originality 

(PF1), flexibility (PF2), and diversity (PF3), where can be factors X to estimate 
xT

e as

outcome of service performance of each interaction (i.e., PR), where is the 

corresponding weight depends on the level of significance among these factors. The result 
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of each PR (IFPR) represents the value of interactive fitness per interaction 
xT

e (e.g., 2.61, 

1.70, 1.07, 1.46, and 1.82). The holistic service performance of UR IFUR that involve total 

of IFPR (i.e., 
x][ T

eR =8.66). R  denotes the service outcomes;  L denotes the service 

cost. Finally, the results of collaborative service delivery would be the accumulation of 

various interaction fitness including IFPR and possible IFED. The service productivity (i.e., 

1.73) also can be further estimated by these parameters, such as R  and L. (Table 7.1 and 

Figure 7-1).  

Table 7.1 estimating the service performance from 5 creations  

Interaction
PF1 PF2 PF3 x][ T

e

1 0.36 0.32 0.28 e0.96= 2.61 

2 0.21 0.16 0.16 e0.53= 1.70 

3 0.03 0.02 0.02 e0.07= 1.07 

4 0.16 0.10 0.12 e0.38= 1.46 

5 0.24 0.18 0.18 e0.60= 1.82 

service productivity(value co-production)  

=
L

e
L
R x][ T

= 8.66 / 5 = 1.73 
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Figure 7-1 compare IFPR with predefined criteria  

 The experiment I can be justified by the five interactions that derived from the 

different collaborators who contribute to their creations to fulfill the collaborative service 

with value co-production. Namely, PR arises from five proposed creations, and each 

outcome can be regarded as the service performance/fitness during the service delivery 

process. Each IFPR can be examined against the value criteria of IFPR 1.0, which indicates 

that this service’s interactions fit with the level of adaptability. The IFUR was then computed 

using all IFPR. Since DesignStorming 1  encompasses several individual collaborations 

without long-term relationships for collaborative music creation, IFED does not exist in the 

service delivery process. The results of IFUR 8.66 is necessary for testing whether the 

service performance exceeds the criterion of IFUR 5.0, which represents service outcome 

and the relationship fit required by partnership (mutualism). For the thresholds of IFPR and 

IFUR, the service managers are likely to assign values subjectively, depending on their 

service policy. The service system was assigned the thresholds of IFPR and IFUR using 

training data from numerous customer inputs. Furthermore, the result 1.73 can be viewed as 

service productivity.  

                                                
1 Wu, Yen-Cheng (2007), Semantic-Based Digital Content Design in Collaborative Service 

Marketplace, Thesis. MIS, National Chengchi University, Taiwan, 2007. 
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(2) Experiment II E-QUAL can manage service quality in DesignStorming

The experiment II is to justify that E-QUAL can be used to manage service quality in CSS 

applications. In DesignStorming, the service system first requires the default criteria as the 

benchmark to test the performance. In the aspect of service quality management, the service 

provider and system developers can take into account simulation by experiment or practical 

data to predefine the determinants and their weights. For example, if DesignStorming has a 

ten-interaction service, the ten data of weighted determinants (e.g., PF1=0.17, PR2=0.25, and 

PF3=0.27) can be collected and computed by the function of interactive fitness of E-QUAL. 

Each interaction has an accumulated service performance from the PR (e.g., 1.944). Finally, 

the holistic service performance (i.e.19.000) via the ten interactions would be an 

accumulated ten interactive fitness (Table 7.2).   

Table 7.2 The ten IFPR derived from experiments of DesignStorming

Interactions
(Creations) weighted

PF1

weighted
PF2

weighted
PF3

e x

1 0.17 0.25 0.27 1.994 
2 0.26 0.23 0.26 2.117 
3 0.24 0.20 0.22 1.935 
4 0.17 0.18 0.24 1.804 
5 0.20 0.20 0.23 1.878 
6 0.23 0.23 0.21 1.954 
7 0.16 0.25 0.25 1.935 
8 0.15 0.22 0.15 1.682 
9 0.24 0.20 0.21 1.916 

10 0.18 0.20 0.20 1.786 
Sum  2.00 2.16 2.24 19.000 

The predefined high benchmark and low benchmark were defined according to the two 

averages of service performance searching by collaborative technology and searching by 

manpower respectively. The high benchmark 1.972 derived from the average of ten 

services that customers use the collaborative services using SFGA-based CSS application 
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for partner matching. The low benchmark 1.348 derived from the average of ten services 

that customers do not use the collaborative services using SFGA-based CSS application for 

partner matching (Figure 7-2). The corresponding data with the ten interactions of the 

testing service derived from the user feedback when they used DesignStorming.

Accordingly, the average benchmark derived from several service performances can be 

used to be a criteria to manage service quality (Figure 7-2) of these CSS applications. These 

benchmark also can be adjusted according to the experimental training data and obtain the 

average criteria from much more data of services to identify their benchmark for CSS 

applications. 

Figure 7-2 the service performance evaluation  
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This experiment II is also to compare the difference of service productivity between 

searching partner by users and searching partner by the SFGA of DesignStorming (Figure

7-3). When the all benchmark are determined, the service system can further test the 

difference of service productivity when users adopt different methods. 

Figure 7-3 compare with two evaluations  

7.2 Primitive Success Evidence of iInteriorDesign

This subsection conducts the experiments to verify E-QUAL can evaluate service 

performance and manage service quality for iInteriorDesign. Regarding the service 

performance evaluation, E-QUAL can assess the service performance using PR, ED, and 

UR. The holistic service performance UR comprises the gradually increased performance 

(from un-adapted to adapted) PR and loss performance (i.e., switch costs) PR; xT

eE(O) ;

O means the outcomes that is total performance UR=PR+ED during a service process. The 

productivity can be assessed by x][x TT

e / eE(C) / E(O)E(IF) , and IF means 

interactive fitness, O means outcome, C means the costs,  is the weight of cost factor. 

Regarding the service quality management, iInteriorDeisgn emphasizes the adoption of 
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CICGA to model the CSS applications. In addition, the model takes the specific factors from 

service systems to compute the performance. For example, the values of innovation, content, 

and professional capability X, derived form customer’s feedback during the service process 

within iInteriorDesign. These factors also need the individual weights .

(1) Experiment I : E-QUAL can evaluate the service performance in iInteriorDesign  

If the service performance of iInteriorDesign2 is higher than the predefined average 

threshold and low threshold, the service can be achieved the decent value coproduction and 

effective collaboration. If the service performance does not satisfy the predefined threshold, 

the service provision is possibly not satisfied for the customers. The service performance 

also can be estimated according to the low threshold and average threshold. Low threshold 

is a default value as a benchmark to evaluate service performance. An average threshold 

can represent the low threshold and the high threshold respectively. The blue line represents 

the performances that compare with low threshold and average threshold. The experiment 

can evidence E-QUAL can be used to measure the service performance as experiences 

quality for the collaborative interior design services (Figure 7-4).  

Figure 7-4 Performance evaluations in iInteriorDesign2  

                                                
2 Hui-Shan, Chi, A Design e-Service Delivery with an Ontology-Based Cooperative/Interactive 

Co-Evolutionary Mechanism, Thesis, MIS, Chengchi University, 2007 
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(2) Experiment II E-QUAL can manage the service quality for iInteriorDesign.

iInteriorDesign is one of ISM-based CSS applications adopting evolutionary algorithms to 

facilitate optimization decision making. As the purposes of IGA and CGA are different, this 

experiment collects the data of the three weighted determinants and assesses their service 

performance using E-QUAL within iInteriorDesign. This experiment I can verify that 

E-QUAL can manage service performance for CSS applications. Furthermore, service 

providers and system developers can adopt the ISM methods according to the experimental 

results. In this experiment, E-QUAL can evaluate individual service performances and 

compare their difference among adopted three algorithms in the service system. The service 

performances of CICGA are higher than the servcie performance of IGA and CGA when 

ten customers use the collaborative servcies of determining the design elements in the 

servcie system. Their difference of service performance among the three algorithms can  

be observed in this experiment. (Figure 7-5). The effects of CICGA-based collaborative 

interior design servcie is proved. The results of service performance assessment can be used 

to manage and control the CSS applications. In addition, the evaluation can be a reference 

that can adjust the parameters and their weights to manage the service quality for CSS 

applications.    

Figure 7-5  the service performance among CICGA, CCGA, and IGA2
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7.3 Primitive Success Evidence of iMobileDesign

In order to justify the primitive success evidence of iMobileDesign, this study conducts the 

experiments. The results and effects of idea management of mobile phone design (i.e.

iMobileDesign) mediated by an evolutionary algorithm are presented in this section. 

Moreover, iMobileDesign includes the four service modules. The ideation module 

determines the customer-driven idea proposals selected via an idea adoption probability 

threshold. The competition Module decides the customer-driven design proposals adopted 

via a design proposal probability threshold. The product diversity would be decreased if the 

threshold of adoption is high. The experiment of iMobileDesign involves the micro level 

evaluation and macro level evaluation to justify E-QUAL. 

(1) Experiment I : E-QUAL can evaluate service performance in iMobileDesign 

In iMobleDesign3, the assessments of ‘Customer Idea Probability (CIP)’ is identified the 

average percentage of proposed ideas derived from customers want and can be determined 

into design proposal in order for further mobile phone design process. As the estimation of 

CIP is integrated into E-QUAL model to assess the service experience quality during the 

whole service processes, the service system performance can be assessed at each 

checkpoint. Consequently, the estimation of CIP at each checkpoint can be benchmarked 

against traditional design process of idea management of mobile phone design (Figure 7-6).  

                                                
3 Je-Ren Tsai, Mutualism-Based Idea Management for Mobile Phone Design Service, Thesis, Chengchi 

University, Taipei, 2006. 
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Figure 7-6 the assessment of E-QUAL in iMobileDesign3

The function of interactive fitness is still the main estimation for service performance 

and the effects of value co-production. IFPR = E( R × L) = E( R ) × E(L) = 
xee

/nCIP
,

where R  denotes the average performance at each phase of service process (i.e., 

checkpoint), L represents the number of checkpoints, and x is assumed to be a constant. 

The negative difference between each two CIP (i.e., CIP) is the loss of performance IFED.

Actually, the ultimate service performance (IFPR - IFED) is the sum of incremental 

performances at each checkpoint IFPR and possible loss of performance IFED owning to the 

negative value of IFED (Table 7.3). 

Table 7.3 The equations for interactive fitness in iMobileDesign3

Interactive Fitness Equations 

IFPR IFPR  = E( R  L) = E( R )  E(L) = 

2121 xxxx eee

IFED IFED = E( R  L) = E( R )  E(L) = 

2121 xxxx eee

IFUR IFPR - IFED

Twenty-seven dimensions phone size can be considered in mobile phone design 

process including phone weight, voice communication quality, phone style, battery life, etc. 

The experimental parameters of iMoibleDesign can be used to estimate the results of 

service performance based on the threshold and criteria shown in Table 7.4. 
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Table 7.4 the parameters of simulation3

Parameters Value 

The number of idea proposals considered for 

each dimension 
3

The threshold used in the Ideation Module 0.2 

The number of design proposals adopted from 

Competition Module 
5

The threshold of the adopted design proposals 

used in Competition Module 
0.2

The number of proposals via traditional ways 5 

The rounds of running the four modules as 

required for a service checkpoint 
5

The probability of an idea that would meet the 

customer needs for mobile phone design  
0.3

The experiment shows the results of CIP at the twenty checkpoints (from 1th to 20th

checkpoint) over 100-round simulation. Regarding CIP assessments, the experimental 

results show that the iMobileDesign is much higher and more stable than the traditional 

design from 1th to 20th checkpoint. The CIP of traditional design is relatively lower and 

fluctuant than the new collaborative design using evolutionary methods in the service 

system (Figure 7-7).  
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Figure 7-7 the results of CIF at 20 checkpoints3

(2) Experiment II: E-QUAL can manage service quality for iMobileDesign

In the 100-round simulation, the CIP can be used to evaluate IFUR that stands for the 

holistic service performance during a collaborative service process. The experiments 

evaluate IFUR via a short-term simulation with 100 rounds and a long-term simulation with 

1000 rounds. The loss of performance IFED also can occur in their design process.  

Table 7.5 the results of IFUR over simulation of 100 rounds3

iMobileDesign

IFPR IFPR  = E( R × L) = E( R ) × E(L) = 

4.2859
2.71831.576710.4553

1/nCTP

ee

ee

IFED IFED = E( R × L) = E( R ) × E(L) = 

1.002020000

01-/nCTP

.e

ee

IFUR IFUR = IFPR – IFED

= 3.2839 

iMobleDesign 
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Traditional design 

IFPR IFPR  = E( R × L) = E( R ) × E(L) = 

3.3824
2.718231.244310.2186

1/nCTP

ee

ee

IFUR 3.3824 

According to the results of the experiments of 100 rounds, IFUR of iMobileDesign is 

3.2839 and traditional IFUR is 3.3824 (Table 7.5). When the experiment runs the 100 rounds 

to simulation, the IFUR of iMobileDesign is not much higher than the IFUR of traditional 

design. Such results can be resulted from the IFED.

Figure 7-8 the results of IFUR over simulations of 10-100 rounds3

Figure 7-8 shows that IFUR is estimated by simulation with 100-round simulation.  

IFUR is estimated by simulation with 1000-round simulation. These results can be justified 

iMobleDesign 

Rounds of simulations 
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through the collaborative services enabling value co-production can be higher service 

performance and higher service productivity than traditional design.  

Figure 7-9 the results of IFUR over simulations of 110-1000 rounds3

Figure 7-9 shows that the service performance using iMobileDesign is higher than the 

service performance using traditional design at the long-term simulation 1000-round 

simulation. Consequently, the results of IFUR can be justified. In conclusion, iMobileDesign

can perform better than the traditional design. 

Discussion 

For interaction-based CSS design, the service manager must account for how the service 

providers and customers achieve value co-production. The E-QUAL is a set of measures for 

assessing experience quality and embedded in a collaborative service system, which tests 

the partnership between service provider and customer and increasingly cumulate 

adaptability during a service process. Experience quality, particularly for value co-creation, 

depends on interaction and co-production between providers and customers. For service 

managers, service quality management facilitates to observe whether service provision 

allows the service participants attend to the partnership with mutualism and adaptability. 

iMobleDesign
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Service system evaluation utilizing the quantitative measures can be primarily controllable 

means for assessing experience quality according to partnership building. The three CSS 

applications also utilized E-QUAL to test the relationship among their users (i.e., 

collaborators). Leveraging the service delivery process is also a key to meet value 

co-production and fulfill service innovation. Nevertheless, the model cannot apply to all 

kinds of service systems, which still can be viewed as a reference model for service quality 

management. However, the assessment of E-QUAL model is still not applicable to practical 

and physical services (e.g., restaurants and transportation).  


